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1. IntroductionLet X be a d-dimensional algebraic variety de�ned over a number�eld F . Denote by L = (L; fk � kvg) a metrized line bundle on X ,i.e. a line bundle L together with a family of v-adic metrics, where vruns over the set Val(F ) of all valuations of F . For any locally closedalgebraic subset Y � X we denote by Y (F ) the set of F -rational pointsin Y . A metrized line bundle L de�nes a height functionHL : X(F )! R>0:Assume that a subset Y � X and a bundle L are choosen in such away that N(Y;L; B) := #fx 2 Y (F ) j HL(x) � Bg <1for all B 2 R>0 (e.g., this holds for any Y � X if L is ample). Then theasymptotic behavior of the counting function N(Y;L; B) as B !1 isdetermined by analytic properties of the height zeta function Z(Y;L; s)de�ned by the series Z(Y;L; s) := Xx2Y (F )HL(x)�swhich converges for Re(s) � 0. More precisely, one has the followingTauberian statement:Theorem 1.1. [2] Assume that the series Z(Y;L; s) is absolutely con-vergent for Re(s) > a > 0 and that there exists some positive integer bsuch that Z(Y;L; s) = g(s)(s� a)b + h(s)



HEIGHT ZETA FUNCTIONS OF TORIC VARIETIES 3where g(s) and h(s) are functions holomorphic in the domain Re(s) � aand g(a) 6= 0. Then the following asymptotic formula holds:N(Y;L; B) = g(a)a(b� 1)!Ba(logB)b�1(1 + o(1)) for B !1:De�nition 1.2. Denote by NS(X) be the Neron-Severi group of Xand by NS(X)R = NS(X)
R. The cone of e�ective divisors of X isthe closed cone �e�(X) � NS(X)R generated by the classes of e�ectivedivisors.Let [L] 2 NS(X) be the �rst Chern class of L. Denote by KX =(KX ; fk � kvg) the metrized canonical line bundle on X.De�nition 1.3. Let L be any line bundle on X. De�nea(L) := inffa 2 R j a[L] + [KX ] 2 �e�(X)g:One of our main results in this paper is the following theorem:Theorem 1.4. Let T be a d-dimensional algebraic torus over a number�eld F , X a smooth projective toric variety containing T as a Zariskiopen subset, and L a metrized line bundle on X (with the metrizationintroduced in [2]). Assume that the class [L] is contained in the interiorof the cone of e�ective divisors. Then the height zeta function has thefollowing representation:Z(T;L; s) = g(s)(s� a(L))b(L) + h(s)where g(s) and h(s) are functions holomorphic in the domain Re(s) �a(L), g(a(L)) 6= 0, and b(L) is the codimension of the minimal face of�e�(X) which contains the class a(L)[L] + [KX ].Corollary 1.5. We have the following asymptotic formulaN(T;L; B) = g(a(L))a(L)(b(L)� 1)!Ba(L)(logB)b(L)�1(1+ o(1)) for B !1:The paper is organized as follows:The technical heart of the paper is contained in Section 2, wherewe investigate analytic properties of some complex valued functionsrelated to convex cones.In Section 3, we review basic facts from harmonic analysis on theadele group of an algebraic torus.In Section 4, we recall the terminology from the theory of toric va-rieties as well as the de�nition and main properties of heights on toricvarieties.



4 VICTOR V. BATYREV AND YURI TSCHINKELIn Section 5, we give the proof of 1.4. We remark that the mostsubtle part in the statement of 1.4 is the nonvanishing of the asymptoticconstant g(a(L)) 6= 0.2. Technical theoremsLet I and J be two positive integers, R[s; t] (resp. C[s; t]) thering of polynomials in I + J variables s1; : : : ; sI; t1; : : : ; tJ with co-e�cients in R (resp. in C) and C[[s; t]] the ring of formal power seriesin s1; : : : ; sI ; t1; : : : ; tJ with complex coe�cients.De�nition 2.1. Two elements f(s; t); g(s; t) 2 C[[s; t]] will be calledcoprime, if g:c:d:(f(s; t); g(s; t)) = 1.De�nition 2.2. Let f(s; t) be an element of C[[s; t]]. By the order ofa monomial s�11 � � � s�II t�11 � � � t�JJ we mean the sum of the exponents�1 + � � �+ �I + �1 + � � �+ �J :By the multiplicity �(f(s; t)) of f(s; t) at 0 = (0; : : : ; 0) we alwaysmean the minimal order of non-zero monomials appearing in the Taylorexpansion of f(s; t) at 0 .De�nition 2.3. Let f(s; t) be a meromorphic at 0 function. De�nethe multiplicity �(f(s; t)) of f(s; t) at 0 as�(f(s; t)) = �(g1(s; t))� �(g2(s; t))where g1(s; t) and g2(s; t) are two coprime elements in C[[s; t]] suchthat f = g1=g2.Remark 2.4. It is easy to show that for any two meromorphic at 0functions f1(s; t) and f2(s; t), one has(i) �(f1 � f2) = �(f1) + �(f2) (in particular, one can omit "coprime"in De�nition 2.3);(ii) �(f1 + f2) � minf�(f1); �(f2)g;(iii) �(f1 + f2) = �(f1) if �(f2) > �(f1).Using the properties 2.4(i)-(ii), one immediately obtains from De�-nition 2.2 the following:Proposition 2.5. Let f1(s; t) 2 C[[s; t]] and f2(s) 2 C[[s]] be twoanalytic at 0 functions, l(s) 2 R[s] a homogeneous linear function inthe variables s1; : : : ; sI, = (I ; J) = (1; : : : ; I; 01; : : : ; 0J) 2 CI+J



HEIGHT ZETA FUNCTIONS OF TORIC VARIETIES 5an arbitrary complex vector with l(I) 6= 0, and g(s; t) := f1(s; t)=f2(s).Then the multiplicity of the function~g(s; t) :=  @@z!k g(s+ z � I ; t+ z � J)jz=�l(s)=l(I )at 0 is at least �(g)� k, iff2(s+ z � I)jz=�l(s)=l(I )is not identically zero.Let � � ZI+J be a sublattice, �R � RI+J (resp. �C � CI+J)the scalar extension of � to a R-subspace (resp. to a C-subspace).We always assume that �R \ RI+J�0 = 0 and �R \ RJ = 0. We setPR := RI+J=�R and PC := CI+J=�C. Let �I be the natural projectionCI+J ! CI . Denote by  (resp. by  I) the canonical surjectivemapping CI+J ! PC (resp. CI ! CI=�I(�C)).De�nition 2.6. A complex analytic functionf(s; t) = f(s1; : : : ; sI ; t1; : : : ; tJ) : U ! Cde�ned on an open subset U � CI+J is said to descend to PC if f(u) =f(u0) for all u;u0 2 U with u� u0 2 �C.Remark 2.7. By de�nition, if f(s; t) descends to PC, then there existsan analytic function g on  (U) � PC such that f = g �  . UsingCauchy-Riemann equations, one immediatelly obtains that f descendsto PC if and only if for any vector � 2 �R and any u = (u1; : : : ; uI+J) 2U such that u + i� 2 U , one hasf(u+ i�) = f(u):De�nition 2.8. An analytic function f(s; t) in the domain Re(s) 2RI>0, Re(t) 2 RJ>��0 (for some �0 > 0) is called good with respect to �and the set of variables fs1; :::; sIg if it satis�es the following conditions:(i) f(s; t) descends to PC;(ii) There exist pairwise coprime linear homogeneous polynomialsl1(s); : : : ; lp(s) 2 R[s1; : : : ; sI]and positive integers k1; : : : ; kp such that for every j 2 f1; : : : ; pg thelinear form lj(s) descends to PC, lj(s) does not vanish for Re(s) 2 RI>0,and q(s; t) = f(s; t) � pYj=1 lkjj (s)is analytic at 0.



6 VICTOR V. BATYREV AND YURI TSCHINKEL(iii) There exists a nonzero constant C(f) and a homogeneous poly-nomial q0(s) of degree �(q) in variables s1; : : : ; sI such thatq(s; t) = q0(s) + q1(s; t)and q0(s)Qpj=1 lkjj (s) = C(f) � X�(I)( I(s));where q1(s; t) is an analytic function at 0 with �(q1) > �(q0), bothfunctions q0, q1 descend to PC, and X�(I) is the X -function of the cone�(I) =  I(RI�0) �  I(RI) (see De�nition 6.1).Remark 2.9. Let q(s; t) be an arbitrary analytic at 0 function. Col-lecting terms in the Taylor expansion of q, we see that there exists aunique homogeneous polynomial q0(s; t) and an analytic at 0 functionq1(s; t) such that q(s; t) = q0(s; t) + q1(s; t)with �(q) = �(q0) < �(q1). In particular, the polynomial q0 and thefunction q1 in 2.8 are uniquely de�ned.De�nition 2.10. If f(s; t) is good with respect to � and the set ofvariables fs1; :::; sIg as above, then the meromorphic functionq0(s)Qpj=1 lkjj (s)will be called the principal part of f(s; t) at 0 and the constant C(f)the principal coe�cient of f(s; t) at 0.Suppose that dim I(RI) � 2. Let  = (I; J) 2 ZI+J be anelement which is not contained in �, ~� := � � Z <  >, ~�R :=�R�R <  >, ~PR := RI+J=~�R and ~PC := CI+J=~�C. We assume that~� \ RJ = 0 and ~�R \ RI+J�0 = 0. We denote by ~ (resp. by ~ I) thenatural projection CI+J ! ~PC (resp. CI ! CI=�I(~�C)).The following easy statement will be helpful in the sequel:Proposition 2.11. Let f(s; t) be an analytic at 0 function, l(s) 2 R[s]a homogeneous linear function such that l(I) 6= 0. Assume that f(s; t)and l(s) descend to PC. Then~f(s; t) := f  s� l(s)l(I) � I ; t� l(s)l(I) � J!descends to ~PC.



HEIGHT ZETA FUNCTIONS OF TORIC VARIETIES 7Theorem 2.12. Let f(s; t) be a good function with respect to � andthe set of variables fs1; :::; sIg as above,�(s) = Yj : lj(I )=0 lkjj (s)the product of those linear forms lj(s) (j 2 f1; : : : ; pg) which vanish onI. Assume that the following statements hold:(i) The integral~f(s; t) := 12�i ZRe(z)=0 f(s+ z � I ; t+ z � J)dz; z 2 Cconverges absolutely and uniformly to a holomorphic function on anycompact in the domain Re(s) 2 RI>0, Re(t) 2 RJ>��0;(ii) There exists � > 0 such that the integral12�i ZRe(z)=� �(s) � f(s+ z � I ; t+ z � J)dzconverges absolutely and uniformly in an open neighborhood of 0. More-over, the multiplicity of the meromorphic function~f�(s; t) := 12�i ZRe(z)=� f(s+ z � )dzat 0 is at least 1� dim ~ I(RI);(iii) For any Re(s) 2 RI>0 and Re(t) 2 RJ>��0 , one haslim�!+1 sup0�Re(z)��; jIm(z)j=� jf(s+ z � I ; t+ z � J)j! = 0:Then ~f(s) is a good function with respect to ~� and fs1; :::; sIg, andC( ~f) = C(f).Proof. By our assumption on ~�, I 6= 0. We can assume that lj(I) < 0for j = 1; : : : ; p1, lj(I) = 0 for j = p1 + 1; : : : ; p2, and lj(I) > 0 forj = p2 + 1; : : : ; p. In particular, one has�(s) = p2Yj=p1+1 lkjj (s);where kj (j = p1 + 1; : : : ; p2) are some positive integers. Denote by zjthe solution of the following linear equation in z:lj(s) + zlj(I) = 0; j = 1; : : : ; p1:Let U be the intersection of RI+J>0 with an open neighborhood of 0such that �(s) � ~f�(s; t) is analytic for all (s; t) 2 U . By the property(i), both functions ~f�(s; t) and ~f(s; t) are analytic in U . Moreover,



8 VICTOR V. BATYREV AND YURI TSCHINKELthe integral formulas for ~f�(s; t) and ~f(s; t) show that the equalities~f�(u+ iy � ) = ~f�(u) and ~f(u+ iy � ) = ~f(u) hold for any y 2 R andu;u+ iy �  2 U . Therefore, both functions ~f�(s; t) and ~f(s; t) descendto ~PC (see Remark 2.7). Using the properties (i)-(iii), we can applythe residue theorem and obtain~f(s; t)� ~f�(s; t) = p1Xj=1Resz=zjf(s+ z � I ; t+ z � J)for s; t 2 U . We denote by U() the open subset of U which is de�nedby the inequalitieslj(s)lj(I) 6= lm(s)lm(I) for all j 6= m, j;m 2 f1; : : : ; pg.The open set U() is non-empty, since we assume that g:c:d:(lj; lm) = 1for j 6= m. Moreover, for (s; t) 2 U(), we haveResz=zjf(s+ z � I ; t+ z � J) == 1(kj � 1)!  @@z!kj�1 lj(s+ z � I)kjq(s+ z � I ; t+ z � J)lkjj (I) �Qpm=1 lkmm (s+ z � I) jz=zj ;where zj = � lj(s)lj(I) (j = 1; : : : ; p1):Let f(s; t) � pYj=1 lkjj (s) = q(s; t) = q0(s) + q1(s; t)and q0(s)Qpj=1 lkjj (s) = C(f) � X�(I)( I(s));where q0(s) is a uniquely determined homogeneous polynomial (seeRemark 2.9), q0(s; t) is an analytic at 0 function with �(q) = �(q0) <�(q1) and X�(I)( I(s)) is the X -function of the cone �(I) =  I(RI�0).We set R0(s) := q0(s)Qpj=1 lkjj (s) ; R1(s; t) := q1(s; t)Qpj=1 lkjj (s) :Then �(f) = �(R0) < �(R1). Moreover, �(R0) = �dim I(RI) (seeProp. 6.2). De�ne ~R0(s) := p1Xj=1Resz=zjR0(s + z � I)



HEIGHT ZETA FUNCTIONS OF TORIC VARIETIES 9and ~R1(s; t) := p1Xj=1Resz=zjR1(s + z � I ; t+ z � J):We claim that ~R0(s) = C(f) � X~�(I)( ~ I(s));where X~�(I)( ~ I(s)) is the X -function of the cone ~�(I) = ~ I(RI�0).Indeed, repeating for X�(I)( (s)) the same arguments as for f(s; t), weobtain12�i ZRe(z)=0 X�(I)( (s+ z � I))dz � 12�i ZRe(z)=� X�(I)( (s+ z � I))dz= k1Xj=1Resz=zjX�(I)( (s+ zj � I)):Moving the contour of integration Re(z) = � (� ! +1), by residuetheorem, we obtainZRe(z)=� X�(I)( (s+ z � I))dz = 0:On the other hand,X~�(I)( ~ (s)) = 12�i ZRe(z)=0 X�(I)( (s + z � I))dz(see Theorem 6.3).Consider the decomposition of ~f into the sum:~f(s; t) = ~f�(s; t) + ~R0(s) + ~R1(s; t):By our assumption in (ii), �( ~f�) � 1�dim ~ I(RI). By Proposition 2.5,we have �( ~R1) � 1+�(R1) � 2+�(R0) = 1�dim ~ I(RI). Using 2.4(iii),we obtain that �( ~f) = �( ~R0) = �dim ~ I(RI) and �( ~f� + ~R1) > �( ~f).By 2.11, the linear formshm;j(s) := lm(s+zj �I) = lm(s)� lj(s)lj(I) lm(I); (j = 1; : : : ; p1; m 6= j)and the analytic in the domain U() functionsResz=zjf(s+ z � I ; t+ z � J); j = 1; : : : ; p1and Resz=zjR0(s + z � I); j = 1; : : : ; p1descend to ~PC. For any j 2 f1; : : : ; p1g, let us denoteQj(s) = pYm6=j;m=1 hkmm;j(s):



10 VICTOR V. BATYREV AND YURI TSCHINKELIt is clear that Qkjj (s) �Resz=zjf(s+ z � I ; t+ z � J)and Qkjj (s) � Resz=zjR0(s+ z � I)are analytic at 0 and �(s) divides each Qj(s). Hence, we obtain that~f(s; t)Qp1j=1Qkjj (s) == 0@ ~f�(s; t) + p1Xj=1Resz=zjf(s+ z � I ; t+ z � J)1A p1Yj=1Qkjj (s)and ~R0(s) p1Yj=1Qkjj (s) = 0@ p1Xj=1Resz=zjR0(s+ z � I)1A p1Yj=1Qkjj (s)are analytic at 0.Let us de�ne the set f~l1(s); : : : ; ~l~p(s)g as a subset of pairwise co-prime elements in the set of homogeneous linear forms fhm;j(s)g (m 2f1; : : : ; pg; j 2 f1; : : : ; p1g) such that there exist positive integersn1; : : : ; n~p and a representation of the meromorphic functions ~f(s; t)and ~R0(s) as quotients~f(s; t) = ~q(s; t)Q~pj=1 ~lnjj (s) ; ~R0(s) = ~q0(s)Q~pj=1 ~lnjj (s) ;where ~q(s; t) is analytic at 0, ~q0(s) is a homogeneous polynomial, andnone of the forms ~l1(s); : : : ; ~lq(s) vanishes for (s; t) 2 RI+J>0 (the lastproperty can be achieved, because both functions ~f(s; t) and ~R0(s; t)are analytic in U and the closure of U is equal to RI+J�0 ).De�ne ~q1(s; t) = � ~f�(s; t) + ~R1(s; t)� � ~pYj=1 ~lnjj (s):Then ~q(s; t) = ~q0(s) + ~q1(s; t)where ~q0(s; t) is a homogeneous polynomial and ~q1(s; t) is an analyticat 0 function such that �(~q) = �(~q0) < �(~q1). Moreover,~q0(s)Q~pj=1 ~lnjj (s) = C(f) � X~�(I)( ~ I(s));i.e., ~f is good. 2



HEIGHT ZETA FUNCTIONS OF TORIC VARIETIES 11De�nition 2.13. For any �nite dimensional Banach space V over Rwe denote by k � k a representative in the class of equivalent norms onV . For y = (y1; :::; yr) 2 Rr we will setkyk := rXj=1 jyjj:The following lemma is elementary:Lemma 2.14. Let V = V1 � V2 be a direct sum of �nite dimensionalvector spaces over R, r2 is the dimension of V2, and r2 > 0. Let f(x)be a complex valued function on V satisfying the inequalityjf(x)j � c(1 + kxk)r1+r2+2" ;for any x = (x1;x2) 2 V and some constants c; " > 0. Let W � V2 bea locally closed subgroup such that V2=W is compact. Choose any Haarmeasure dw on W . Then there exists a constant c0 > 0 such that wehave the estimateZW jf(x1 +w)jdw � c0(1 + kx1k)r1+"for any x1 2 V1.Theorem 2.15. Let f(s; t) be an analytic function for Re(s) 2 RI>0,Re(t) 2 RJ>��0 (for some �0 > 0), � � ZI+J a sublattice of rank t < Iwith �R\RJ = 0 and �R\RI+J�0 = 0. Assume that there exist constants"; "0 > 0 such that the following holds:(i) The function g(s; t) = s1 � � � sIf(s; t)is holomorphic in the domain Re(s) 2 RI>�", Re(t) 2 RJ>��0 andC(f) := g(0) 6= 0;(ii) For all "1 (with 0 < "1 < ") there exist a constant C("1) > 0 andan estimate jf(s+ iyI ; t+ iyJ)j � C("1)(1 + kyk)t+"0 ;y = (yI ;yJ); kyk = kyIk+ kyJk;which holds for all s such that one of the two inequalities �" < Re(sj) <"1 or Re(sj) > "1 is satis�ed for every j = 1; :::; I.Then the integral 1(2�)t Z�R f(s+ iyI ; t+ iyJ)dyis a good function with respect to � and the set of variables fs1; :::; sIg,and C(f) is its principal coe�cient.



12 VICTOR V. BATYREV AND YURI TSCHINKELProof. Without loss of generality we can assume that � is not containedin any of I coordinate hyperplanes sj = 0 (j = 1; :::; I), otherwise wereduce the problem to a smaller value of I. Therefore, we can choose abasis 1; :::; t of � such that all �rst I coordinates of u = (uI ; uJ) 2ZI+J are not equal to 0 for every u = 1; :::; t.For any non-negative integer u � t we de�ne a subgroup �(u) � � ofrank u as follows:�(0) = 0; �(u) := uMj=1Z < u >; u = 1; :::; t:We introduce some auxiliary functionsf (0)(s; t) = f(s; t);f (u)(s; t) = 1(2�)u Z�(u)R f(s+ iy(u)I ; t+ iy(u)J )dy(u); u = 1; :::; t;where dy(u) is the Lebesgue measure on �(u)R normalised by the lattice�(u). Denote by P (u)C = Cr=�(u)C . By the estimate in (ii), f (u)(s; t)is a holomorphic function in the domain (Re(s);Re(t)) 2 RI+J>0 anddescends to P (u)C .We prove by induction that f (u)(s; t) is good with respect to �(u) �ZI+J and fs1; :::; sIg. By (i), f (0)(s; t) is good. By induction as-sumption, we know that f (u�1)(s; t) is good with respect to �(u�1) andfs1; :::; sIg. Moreover, we havef (u)(s; t) = 1(2�i) ZRe(z)=0 f (u�1)(s+ z � uI ; t+ z � uJ)dz:Choose �u > 0 in such a way that for every j = 1; :::; I one of thefollowing two inequalities is satis�ed:�" < �uuj < �"1; or �uuj > "1for some 0 < "1 < ". By (ii), the integralf (u)� (s; t) = 1(2�i) ZRe(z)=�u f (u�1)(s+ z � uI ; t+ z � uJ)dz= 1(2�)u Z�(u)R f(s+ �uuI + iy(u)I ; t+ �uuJ + iy(u)J )dy(u)converges absolutely and uniformly in an open neighborhood of 0, i.e.the multiplicity of f (u)� (s; t) is at least 0 � 1 + rk �(u) � I. Hence it isholomorphic at 0 and satis�es assumption (ii) of 2.12. By lemma 2.14,the property 2.12 (iii) holds. Applying theorem 2.12, we conclude thatf (u)(s; t) is a good function with the principal coe�cient g(0). 2



HEIGHT ZETA FUNCTIONS OF TORIC VARIETIES 133. Fourier analysis on algebraic toriLet XF be an algebraic variety over a number �eld F and E=F a�nite extension of number �elds. We shall denote by XE the E-varietyobtained by base change from XF and by X(E) the set of E-rationalpoints of XF . Sometimes we omit the subscript in XE if the �eld isclear from the context.Let Gm = Spec(F [x; x�1]) be the multiplicative group scheme overF . A d-dimensional algebraic torus T is a group scheme over F suchthat over some �nite �eld extension E=F we have TE �= (Gm)d. Wecall the minimal E with this property the splitting �eld of T . Denoteby G = Gal(E=F ) the Galois group of E over F . For every G-moduleA, AG stands for the submodule of elements �xed by G. For any�eld E we denote by T̂E the G-module Hom(TE;Gm) of E-rationalcharacters of T . If E is the splitting �eld of T , we put M := T̂E andN := Hom(M;Z) the dual G-module. We denote by t the rank of thelattice MG.Let T be an algebraic torus over a number �eld F . Denote by Val(F )the set of valuations of F and by Val1(F ) the set of archimedian val-uations. Let Fv be the completion of F with respect to v 2 Val(F ), Van extension of v to E,Gv : = Gal(EV=Fv) � Gal(E=F )the decomposition group at v, T (Fv) the group of Fv-rational points ofT and T (Ov) its maximal compact subgroup. We have the canonicalembeddings �v : T (Fv)=T (Ov) ,! NGvfor all non-archimedian v 2 Val(F ) and�v : T (Fv)=T (Ov) ,! NGvRfor all v 2 Val1(F ). Denote by xv the image of xv 2 T (Fv) in NGv(resp. NGvR ) under �v.De�nition 3.1. We call a valuation v 2 Val(F ) good, if the mapping�v is an isomorphism. We denote by S a �nite subset in Val(F ) con-taining Val1(F ) and all valuations v 2 Val(F ) which are not good.Let us recall some basic arithmetic properties of algebraic tori overthe ring of adeles AF . De�neT 1(AF ) = fx 2 T (AF ) j Yv2Val(F ) jm(xv)jv = 1; for all m 2MGg:LetKT = Qv2Val(F ) T (Ov) be the maximal compact subgroup of T (AF ).



14 VICTOR V. BATYREV AND YURI TSCHINKELProposition 3.2. The groups T (AF ); T 1(AF ); T (F );KT have the fol-lowing properties:(i) T (AF )=T 1(AF ) �= NGR �= Rt;(ii) T 1(AF )=T (F ) is compact;(iii) T 1(AF )=T (F )KT is isomorphic to the product a �nite groupcl(T ), and a connected compact abelian group;(iv) w(T ) = KT \ T (F ) is a �nite abelian group of torsion elementsin T (F ).Let T (O) � T (F ) be the subgroup ofOF -integral points. Then T (O)contains w(T ), and ET := T (OF )=w(T ) has a canonical embedding, asa discrete subgroup, into the archimedian logarithmic spaceNR;1 = Mv2Val1(F )NGvR = Mv2Val1(F )T (Fv)=T (Ov):Moreover, the image of ET in NR;1 is contained in the R-subspaceN1R;1 de�ned asN1R;1 := fx 2 NR;1j Xv2Val1(F )m(xv) = 0 for all m 2MGg;and the quotient N1R;1=ET is compact.De�nition 3.3. Let T be an algebraic torus over a number �eld F .We de�ne HT := (T (AF )=T (F ))�as the group of topological characters of T (AF ) which are trivial onT (F ). De�ne the group DT asDT := (T 1(AF )=T (F ))�:De�ne the group UT as:UT := (T 1(AF )=T (F )KT )�:We call the characters � 2 DT discrete and � 2 UT unrami�ed.Using 3.2 (i), we see that a choice of a splitting of the exact sequence1! T 1(AF )! T (AF )! T (AF )=T 1(AF )! 1de�nes isomorphisms HT �= MGR �DT ;NR;1 = NGR �N1R;1;and MR;1 =MGR �M1R;1;where MR;1 = Mv2Val1(F )MGvR :



HEIGHT ZETA FUNCTIONS OF TORIC VARIETIES 15and M1R;1 is the minimal R-subspace in MR;1 containing the imageof UT under the canonical mappingUT !MR;1:From now on we �x such a non-canonical splitting. This allows toconsider UT as a subgroup of HT . By 3.2, we have:Proposition 3.4. There is an exact sequence0! cl�(T )! UT !MT ! 0;where MT is the image of the canonical projection of UT to M1R;1 andcl�(T ) is a �nite abelian group dual to cl(T ).We see from 3.4 that a character � 2 MGR � UT is determined byits archimedian component which is an element in MR;1 up to a �nitechoice. Denote by y(�) 2 MGR �MT the image of � 2 MGR � UT inMR;1.For all valuations v we choose Haar measures d�v on T (Fv) normalizedby ZT (Ov) d�v = 1:We de�ne the canonical measure on the group T (AF )! = Yv2Val(F ) d�v:For archimedian valuations the Haar measure d�v is the pullback ofthe Lebesgue measure on NGvR under the logarithmic mapT (Fv)=T (Ov)! NGvR :Let dx be the Lebesgue measure on T (AF )=T 1(AF ). There exists aunique Haar measure !1 on T 1(AF ) such that ! = !1dx. We de�neb(T ) = ZT 1(AF )=T (F ) !1:For any L1-function f on T (AF ) and any topological character � wedenote by f̂(�) its global Fourier transform with respect to ! and byf̂v(�v) the local Fourier transforms. We will use the following versionof the Poisson formula:Theorem 3.5. Let G be a locally compact abelian group with Haarmeasure dg;G0 � G a closed subgroup with Haar measure dg0. Thefactor group G=G0 has a unique Haar measure dx normalized by thecondition dg = dx � dg0. Let f : G ! C be an L1-function on G andf̂ its Fourier transform with respect to dg. Suppose that f̂ is also an



16 VICTOR V. BATYREV AND YURI TSCHINKELL1-function on G?0 , where G?0 is the group of topological characters �which are trivial on G0. ThenZG0 f(x)dg0 = ZG?0 f̂(�)d�;where d� is the orthogonal Haar measure on G?0 with respect to theHaar measure dx on G=G0.We will apply this formula with G = T (AF ), G0 = T (F ), dg = ! anddg0 is the discrete measure on T (F ). The Haar measure d� inducesthe Lebesgue measure onMGR normalized by the latticeMG �MGR andthe discrete measure on DT .De�nition 3.6. Let T be an algebraic torus over F and T (F ) theclosure of T (F ) in T (AF ) in the direct product topology. De�ne theobstruction group to weak approximation asA(T ) = T (AF )=T (F ):4. Geometry of toric varietiesDe�nition 4.1. A complete regular d-dimensional fan G-invariant �is a �nite set of convex rational polyhedral cones in NR satisfying thefollowing conditions:(i) every cone � 2 � contains 0 2 NR;(ii) every face �0 of a cone � 2 � belongs to �;(iii) the intersection of any two cones in � is a face of both cones;(iv) NR is the union of cones from �;(v) every cone � 2 � is generated by a part of a Z-basis of N ;(vi) For any g 2 G and any � 2 �, one has g(�) 2 �.A complete regular d-dimensional fan � de�nes a smooth toric vari-ety X�;E as follows:X�;E = [�2�U� = [�2� Spec(E[M \ ��]);where �� � MR is the dual to � cone. We can see that TE � U� for all� 2 � and that U0 = T .Theorem 4.2. [14] Let � be a complete regular G-invariant fan in NR.Assume that the complete toric variety X�;E de�ned over the splitting�eld E by � is projective. Then there exists a unique complete algebraicvariety X�;F over F such that its base extension to E is isomorphic toX�;E.



HEIGHT ZETA FUNCTIONS OF TORIC VARIETIES 17Denote by �(j) the subset of j-dimensional cones in � and by N�;R �NR the minimal linear subspace containing �. Let fe1; :::; eng be theset of 1-dimensional generators of �. Denote by PL(�) the latticeof piecewise linear integral functions on N . By de�nition, a function' 2 PL(�) i� '(N) � Z and the restriction of ' to every cone � 2 �is a linear function; equivalently, there exist elements m� 2 M suchthat the restriction of ' to � is given by < �; m� > where < �; � > isinduced from the pairing between N and M . The G-action on M (andN) induces a G-action on the free abelian group PL(�). Let�(1) = �1(1) [ ::: [ �r(1)be the decomposition of �(1) into a union of G-orbits. A G-invariantpiecewise linear function ' 2 PL(�)G is determined by the vectoru = (u1; :::; ur), where ui is the value of ' on the generator of some1-dimensional cone in the G-orbit �i(1); (i = 1; :::; r). It will be con-venient for us to consider complex valued piecewise linear functionsand to identify ' = 'u 2 PL(�)GC with its complex coordinates u =(u1; :::; ur) 2 PL(�)GC.Theorem 4.3. The toric variety X� has the following properties:(i) There is a representation of X�;E as a disjoint union of splitalgebraic tori T�;E of dimension dimT�;E = d � dim�. For each j-dimensional cone � 2 �(j) we denote by T�;E the kernel of a homo-morphism TE ! Gjm;E de�ned by a Z-basis of the sublattice N \N�;R.(ii) The closures of (d� 1)-dimensional tori corresponding to the 1-dimensional cones R�0e1; :::;R�0en 2 �(1) de�ne divisors T 1; :::; T n.We can identify the lattices PL(�) = �nj=1Z[T j].(iii) There is an exact sequence of G-modules0!M ! PL(�)! Pic(X�;E)! 0;moreover, we have Pic(X�;F ) = Pic(X�;E)G;(iv) The cone of e�ective divisors �e�(X�;F ) � Pic(X�;F )R is gen-erated by the classes of G-invariant divisorsDj = XR�0ei2�j(1) T i:(v) The class of the anticanonical divisor �[K�] is given by the classof the G-invariant divisor�[K�] = [D1 + :::+Dr]:Remark 4.4. We note that for toric varieties we have Pic(X�;F ) =NS(X�;F ).



18 VICTOR V. BATYREV AND YURI TSCHINKELDe�nition 4.5. Let ' 2 PL(�)GC be a complex valued piecewise linearfunction. Let v 2 Val(F ) be a non-archimedian valuation. Denote byqv the order of the residue �eld of Fv. For xv 2 T (Fv) we de�ne thecomplex local height functionH�;v(xv; ') = e'(xv) log qv :Let v be an archimedian valuation. The complex local height functionis de�ned as H�;v(xv; ') = e'(xv):Remark 4.6. This provides a piecewise smooth metrization of linebundles on the toric variety X�. One can show that this metrization is,in a sense, "canonical". Namely, an algebraic torus admits a morphismto itself (n-th power morphism), which extends to a compacti�cation.Using the construction of Tate one can obtain a metrization on a linebundle by a limiting process. This metrization coincides with ours.De�nition 4.7. Let x 2 T (F ) � X�(F ) be a rational point. Theglobal height function is de�ned byH�(x; ') =Yv H�;v(xv; '):By the product formula, the functionH�(x; ') as a function on T (F )descends to the complexi�ed Picard group Pic(X�)C. Moreover, wehave the followingProposition 4.8. [2] Let X� be an smooth projective toric variety.For all x 2 T (F ) � X�(F ) the function H�(t; ') coincides with aclassical height corresponding to some metrization of the line bundle Lrepresented by a piecewise linear function ' 2 PL(�)G.Let X� be a toric variety and H� the height pairing. Clearly, itextends to a pairing T (AF )� PL(�)GC ! C. Moreover, it is invariantunder the maximal compact subgroup KT = Qv2Val(F ) T (Ov). There-fore, its Fourier transform Ĥ�(�;�s) equals zero for characters � 2 HTwhich are non-trivial on KT .By 4.3, we have an exact sequence of Z-modules0!MG ! PL(�)G ! Pic(X�;F )! H1(G;M)! 0:It induces a surjective map of tori a : Qrj=1RFj=F (Gm) ! T and asurjective homomorphisma : rYhj=1Gm(AFj)=Gm(Fj)! T (AF )=T (F )



HEIGHT ZETA FUNCTIONS OF TORIC VARIETIES 19Every character � 2 HT de�nes r Hecke characters �1; :::; �r of thegroups Gm(AF;j)=Gm(Fj) by � � a. It is known [6], that Coker(a)is isomorphic to the obstruction group to weak approximation A(T )(see 3.6). Similarly, every local character �v de�nes local characters�1;v; :::�r;v. If � is trivial on KT then all �j are trivial on the maximalcompact subgroups in in Gm(AFj), in other words, all �j are unrami-�ed. Their local components for all valuations are given by�j;v : Gm(Fj;v)=Gm(Oj;v)! C��j;v(xv) = jxvjiyj;vvfor some real yj;v.In the remaining part of this section we recall some estimates whichwill be used it the study of analytic properties of the height zeta func-tion (see [2]).Let us consider a Hecke character � 2 (Gm(AF )=Gm(F ))� and thecorresponding Hecke L-function L(�; u). The following estimate canbe proved using the Phragmen-Lindel�of principle [12].Proposition 4.9. For all " > 0 there exists a constant c1(") such thatfor all unrami�ed � and all u with Re(u) > 1 + "jL(�; u)j < c1("):For all " > 0 there exists a � > 0 such that for all unrami�ed � and allu with Re(u) contained in any compact K in the domain 0 < jRe (u)�1j < � there exists a constant c(K; ") depending only on K and " suchthat jL(�; u)j � c(K; ")(1 + jIm(u)j+ ky(�)k)":Let T be an algebraic torus and � 2 UT an unrami�ed character.Denote by �v its local components and by �1; :::; �r the induced un-rami�ed Hecke characters of Gm(AFj).De�nition 4.10. De�ne�fin(�;�u) := Qv 62Val1(F ) Ĥ�;v(�v;�u)Qrj=1 LFj(�j; uj) ;where for every �eld Fj we denoted by LFj (�j; u) the standard HeckeL-function of Fj. For any � 2 DT we de�ne�1(�;u) := �fin(�;�u) � Yv2Val1(F ) Ĥ�;v(�;�u):



20 VICTOR V. BATYREV AND YURI TSCHINKELProposition 4.11. [2] For every �0 > 0 there exist constants 0 <c1 < c2 such that for any u with Re(u) 2 Rr>1=2+�0 and any � 2 UT wehave c1 < j�fin(�;�u)j < c2:Proposition 4.12. [2] Let � 2 UT be an unrami�ed character andy(�) its image inMR;1. For all �0 > 0 there exists a constant c(�0) suchthat for any u in the domain Re(u) 2 Rr>1=2+�0 we have the followingestimatej Yv2Val1(F ) Ĥ�;v(�;�u)j � c(�0)(1 + ky(�)k+ kIm(u)k)�+t+1 ;where �+ t is the dimension of the real vector space MR;1.Corollary 4.13. For any �0 > 0, there exists a constant c(�0) suchthat for any � 2 UT and any u in the domain Re(u) 2 Rr>1=2+�0 wehave the following estimate:j�1(�;u)j � c(�0)(1 + ky(�)k+ kIm(u)k)�+t+1 :5. Analytic properties of height zeta functionsDe�nition 5.1. Let X� be a smooth projective toric variety. Let ' ='u 2 PL(�)GC be a complexi�ed piecewise linear function. Let Y � X�be a locally closed subset. The height zeta function with respect to Yis de�ned as Z�(Y;u) = Xx2Y (F )H�(x;�u):Let us formulate the �rst main result.Theorem 5.2. [2] The height zeta function Z�(T;u) as a function onPL(�)GC is holomorphic for Re(u) 2 Rr>1. Moreover, it descends toPic(X�)C and is holomorphic for Re(u) contained in the open cone��e�(X�) + [K�].Theorem 5.3. (Poisson formula) [2, 3] For all u with Re(s) 2 Rr>1we have the following formula:Z�(T;u) = 1(2�)tb(T ) ZHT Ĥ�(�;�u)d�;The integral converges absolutely and uniformly to a holomorphic func-tion in u in any compact in the domain Re(u) 2 Rr>1.



HEIGHT ZETA FUNCTIONS OF TORIC VARIETIES 21Let L be a line bundle onX� metrized as above, such that its class [L]is contained in the interior of the cone of e�ective divisors �e�(X�) �Pic(X�). We have de�ned a(L) asa(L) := inffa 2 R j a[L] + [K�] 2 �e�(X�)g:By our assumptions, we have a(L) > 0, since �[K�] 2 ��e�(X�). De-note by �(L) the face of maximal codimension of the cone �e�(X�)which contains a(L)[L] + [K�].Let J(L) � [1; :::; r] be the set of indices such that [Dj] 2 �(L) for j 2J(L) and I(L) = [1; :::; r]nJ(L). We set I = jI(L)j and J = jJ(L)j =r � I. Without loss of generality, we assume that I(L) = f1; : : : ; Igand J(L) = fI +1; : : : ; rg. Since a(L)[L] + [K�] is an interior point of�(L) it follows that there exists a representationa(L)[L] + [K�] = Xj2J(L)�j[Dj];where �j 2 Q>0. Therefore,[L] = Xj2J(L) �j + 1a(L) [Dj] + Xi2I(L) 1a(L) [Di]:Fix these �j and choose " > 0 such that 2" < minj2J(L) �j. Wedenote by 'L the piecewise linear function from PL(�)GR such thata(L)'L(ei) = 1 for i = 1; : : : ; I and a(L)'L(ej) = 1 + �j for j 2 J(L).Here ei are generators of one-dimensional cones R�0ei in the G-orbits�i(1).We introduce the latticeMJ = fm 2M j < e;m >= 0 for R�0e 2 [Ii=1�i(1)g:De�ne MI �=M=MJ . The following diagram is commutative0! MJ ! Lj2J(L) Z[Gj]# #0! M ! Lri=1 Z[Gi]# #0! MI ! Li2I(L) Z[Gi]:The exact sequence of G-modules0!MJ !M !MI ! 0induces the exact sequence of algebraic tori1! TI ! T ! TJ ! 1:It will be convenient to introduce new coordinates s = (si)i2I(L); t =(tj)j2J(L) on PL(�)GC, where si = ui�1 (i = 1; : : : ; I), tj = uI+j�1+"(j = 1; : : : ; J). We shall write (s; t) = (s1; :::; sI ; t1; :::; tJ).



22 VICTOR V. BATYREV AND YURI TSCHINKELTheorem 5.4. The height zeta function Z�(T; s; t) is good with respectto the lattice MGI and variables fs1; :::; sIg in the domain Re(s) 2 RI>0,Re(t) 2 RJ>��0 for some positive �0 < ".Proof. Recall that Z�(T;u) has the following integral representationin the domain Re(u) 2 Rr>1 (5.3):Z�(T;u) = 1(2�)tb(T ) ZHT Ĥ�(�;�u)d�:Using the explicit computation of the Fourier transform of local heightfunctions and the absolute convergence of the integral in the domainRe(u) 2 Rr>1, we haveZ�(T;u) = 1(2�)tb(T ) ZMGR dy0@ X�2UT Ĥ�(�;�u + iy)1A ;because the local height functions are invariant under the maximalcompact subgroups T (Ov) � T (Fv) and Ĥ�(�;�u) = 0 for all � whichare not trivial on the maximal compact subgroup KT . By 4.10, wehave: Ĥ�(�;�u) = rYj=1L(�j; uj)� �1(�;u);where �1; :::; �r are unrami�ed Hecke characters of G1m(AFj) inducedfrom a character � 2 UT , and �1(�;u) is a function in u which isholomorphic in the domain Re(u) 2 Rr>1=2+�0 (for all �0 > 0).We haveZ�(T; s; t) = 1(2�)tb(T ) ZMGI;R f�(s� iyI ; t� iyJ)dyI ;where f�(s; t) := X�2UT Yi2I(L)L(�i; si + 1)� b�(�; s; t)b�(�; s; t) == ZMGJ;R Yj2J(L)LFj (�j; tj + 1 + "� iyj)� �1(�; s� iyI ; t� iyJ))dyJ ;dyI is the Lebesgue measure on MGI;R and dyJ the Lebesgue measureon MGJ;R.Using the estimates 2.14, 4.12, 4.9, 4.13, we see that the sums andintegrals above converge absolutely and uniformly to an analytic func-tion in any compact in the domain Re(s) 2 RI>0 and Re(t) 2 RJ>��0for some �0 > 0 (�0 < "). Now the fact that the function Z�(T; s; t) isgood with respect to the lattice MGI � ZI and the variables (s1; :::; sI)follows from 2.15 and the following statement:



HEIGHT ZETA FUNCTIONS OF TORIC VARIETIES 23Theorem 5.5. lims!0 s1 � � � sIf�(s; 0)exists and is not equal to zero.We divide the proof of Theorem 5.5 into a sequence of lemmas:Lemma 5.6. Let UT (I) be the subgroup of UT consisting of characters� 2 UT such that the corresponding Hecke characters �i (i = 1; : : : ; I)are trivial. Denotef I�(s; t) = X�2UT (I) Yi2I(L)LFi(�i; si + 1)b�(�; s; t):Then lims!0 s1 � � � sIf�(s; 0) = lims!0 s1 � � � sIf I�(s; 0):Lemma 5.7. (Poisson formula) For Re(s; t) 2 RI>0�RJ>��0 , one has:f I�(s; t) = ZAH�(x; (�s;�t))d�;where the subgroup A � T (AF ) is de�ned asA := T (F )TI(F ):Proof. By de�nition of f I�(s; t), we conclude that this functionequals to the integral of the Fourier transform of the adelic heightfunction over the subgroup of characters � of T (AF ) which are trivialon T (F ) and such that the induced Hecke characters �i are trivial fori 2 I(L). It follows from the diagramQi2I(L)Gm(AFi)=Gm(Fi) ! TI(AF )=TI(F ) ! A(TI) ! 0# # #Qri=1Gm(AFi)=Gm(Fj) ! T (AF )=T (F ) ! A(T ) ! 0# # #Qj2J(L)Gm(AFj)=Gm(Fj) ! TJ(AF )=TJ(F ) ! A(TJ) ! 0:that the common kernel of all such characters is T (F )TI(F ) (here weused the isomorphism A(TI) = TI(AF )=TI(F )). The proof of the ab-solute convergence of the integral over A in the domain Re(s; t) 2RI>0 �RJ>��0 is analogous to the proof of theorem 4.2 in [3]. 2Lemma 5.8. The functions1 � � � sIf I�(s; t)extends to an analytic function in the domain Re(s; t) 2 Rr>��0.



24 VICTOR V. BATYREV AND YURI TSCHINKELProof. The proof is similar to the proof of theorem 4.2 in [3]. Theintegral ZAH�(x; (�s;�t))d�can be estimated from above by an Euler product which is absolutelyconvergent in the domain Re(s; t) 2 Rr>��0 times a product of zetafunctions QIi=1 �Fi(si + 1). 2For (s; t) 2 Rr the function H�(x; (�s;�t)) has values in positive realnumbers. Therefore, to prove the non-vanishing of the constant, itsu�ces to show the following:Lemma 5.9. The value ofs1 � � � sI ZTI (F )H�(x; (�s;�t))d�Iat (0; 0) is positive. Here d�I is the induced Haar measure on TI(F )Proof. For some �nite subset S � Val(F ), we can split the groupTI(F ) into the direct productTI(F )S � TI(AF;S);where TI(F )S is the image of TI(F ) in the �nite product Qv2S TI(Fv)and TI(AF;S) = TI(AF ) \ Yv 62S TI(Fv):Hence, ZTI(F )H�(x; (�s;�t))d�I == ZTI (F )S H�(x; (�s;�t))d�S � Yv 62S ZTI(Fv)H�;v(x; (�s;�t))d�v:Here we denoted by d�S and d�v the Haar measures induced from d�I.We claim thatIYi=1 ��1Fi (si + 1)Yv 62S ZTI(Fv)H�;v(x; (�s;�t))d�v:is an absolutely convergent Euler product for Re(s; t) 2 Rr>��0 . Thisstatement follows from the explicit calculation of the local integrals(see 5.10).Lemma 5.10. For all good valuations v 62 S, the local integralZTI (Fv)H�;v(x; (�s;�t))d�v = IYi=1YVjv �Fi;V(si + 1) �1 + o(q�1�"0v )�for some "0 > 0 and all Re(s; t) 2 Rr>��0



HEIGHT ZETA FUNCTIONS OF TORIC VARIETIES 25Proof. Denote by NR(I) the minimal R-subspace of NR spannedby all e with R�0e contained in the set of 1-dimensional cones in[i2I(L)�i(1). Let �(L) be the complete G-invariant fan of cones inNR(I) which consists of intersections of cones in � � NR with the sub-space NR(I). Since �(L) is not necessary a regular fan, we construct anew G-invariant fan ~�(L) by subdivision of cones in �(L) into regularones using the method of Brylinski [4]. This reduces the computationof the local intergral to the one made for local height functions onsmooth toric varieties in [2], theorem 2.2.6.Let �1; :::; �~n be the set of representatives of Gv-orbits in the set of1-dimensional cones in ~�(L) � NR(I). We obtainZTI (Fv)H�;v(xv; (�s;�t))d�v == Q~�(L)(q�l�1(s;t)v ; :::; q�l�~n(s;t)v ) ~nYj=10@1� 1q�l�j (s;t)v 1A ;where l�(s; t) are linear forms which are � 1 � "0 in the domainRe(s; t) 2 Rr>��0 , and Q~�(L)(z) is a polynomial in the variables z =(z1; :::; z~n) such that all monomials in Q~�(L)(z) � 1 have degree � 2.Now we notice that l�(0; 0) = 1 i� � is a 1-dimensional cone in � andtherefore, the cone R�0ei for some i 2 I(L) is contained in the Gv-orbitof � (see 5.11). 2Lemma 5.11. The set of lattice vectors e 2 N such that a(L)'L(e) =1 coincides with the set of lattice vectors ei 2 NR(I) with R�0ei 2 �(1)and a(L)'L(ei) = 1.Proof. Let e be a lattice point in N . Since � is complete, thereexists a d-dimensional cone � 2 � such that e 2 �. We claim that theproperty a(L)'L(e) = 1 implies that e is a generator of a 1-dimensionalface of �. Indeed, we have a(L)'L(x) � '�(x) for all x 2 NR. On theother hand, � is generated by a basis of N and '� has value 1 on thesegenerators. Hence, e must be one of the generators of �.It remains to show that the property a(L)'L(ei) = 1 for some genera-tor ei of a 1-dimensional cone R�0ei 2 � implies that ei 2 NR(L). Butthis follows from the de�nition of NR(L) as the subspace in NR gener-ated by all elements ei 2 N such that R�0ei 2 � and a(L)'L(ei) = 1.2Theorem 5.12. There exists a � > 0 such that the zeta functionZ�(T;L; s) obtained by restriction of the zeta function Z�(T; s) to the



26 VICTOR V. BATYREV AND YURI TSCHINKELcomplex line s[L] 2 Pic(X�)C has a representation of the formZ�(T;L; s) = �L(�)(s� a(L))b(L) + h(s)(s� a(L))b(L)�1with some function h(s) which is holomorphic in the domain Re(s) >a(L)� � and a nonzero constant �L(�).6. Appendix: X -functions of polyhedral conesLet (A;AR;�) be a triple consisting of a free abelian group A ofrank k, a k-dimensional real vector space AR = A 
 R containing Aas a sublattice of maximal rank, and a convex k-dimensional �nitelygenerated polyhedral cone � � AR such that �\�� = 0 2 AR. Denoteby �� the interior of � and by ��C = ��+iAR the complex tube domainover ��. Let (A�; A�R;��) be the triple consisting of the dual abeliangroup A� = Hom(A;Z), the dual real vector space A�R = Hom(AR;R),and the dual cone �� � A�R. We normalize the Haar measure dy onA�R by the condition: vol(A�R=A�) = 1.De�nition 6.1. The X -function of � is de�ned as the integralX�(s) = Z�� e�hs;yidy;where s 2 ��C.Proposition 6.2. One has X�(s) is a rational functionX�(s) = P (s)Q(s) ;where P is a homogeneous polynomial, Q is a product of all linearhomogeneous forms de�ning the codimension 1 faces of �, and degP �degQ = �k. In particular, if (A;AR;�) = (Zk;Rk;Rk�0), thenX�(s) = 1s1 � � � sk :Proposition 6.3. [3] Let (A;AR;�) and ( ~A; ~AR; ~�) be two triples asabove, k = rkA and ~k = rk ~A, and  : A ! ~A a homomorphismof free abelian groups with a �nite cokernel Coker( ) (i.e., the cor-responding linear mapping of real vector spaces  : AR ! ~AR issurjective), and  (�) = ~�. Let � = Ker � A, dy the Haar measureon �R = �
R normalized by the condition vol(�R=�) = 1. Then forall s with Re(s) 2 �� the following formula holds:X~�( (s)) = 1(2�)k�~kjCoker( )j Z�R X�(s+ iy)dy;
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